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1.

Introduction

A lot can be done to incentivise colleagues to act safely. Also, there
have to be consequences for occasions when workers failure to do so.
This document contains some “dos and don’t” when designing reward
and recognition schemes and an Accountability Model to ensure
recognition for good behaviour and consequences when things do not
work out as expected are consistently and fairly applied.

Consistent responses to good behaviour and behaviour that falls below
expectations are essential for a credible management team. Inconsistent
reward, recognition and consequences, both positive and negative,
will undermine the authority of managers. Application of the HSEC
Accountability Model enables management teams to be consistent
when deciding upon consequences for a given behaviour.

Please use this guidance to inform how you design your schemes. In
some locations a complete scheme may be required, in others a less
developed scheme may be appropriate.
A culture of continuous performance improvement is an essential
element of sustainable and systematic management of health, safety,
environment and community (HSEC) risk.
Recognition, rewards and consequence frameworks are ways to
encourage good HSEC behaviours.
This document provides guidance on implementing an HSEC reward
and recognition programme (R&RP) and how to apply consistent
consequences following good behaviours and behaviours that fall
below expectations.
Well-designed R&RPs are an effective way to improve HSEC behaviours,
build effective HSEC cultures and improve HSEC performance.
An R&RP can act as a catalyst for change in HSEC culture and
behaviours in the business.
Recognition and rewards can be useful to:
• Encourage people to follow HSEC Golden Rules and HSEC procedures;
• Reward those who achieve outstanding HSEC performance;
• Reward those who actively support a good culture on site;
• Reward best practices implementation and sharing;
• Encourage participation in HSEC initiatives;
• Encourage, reward and reinforce specific HSEC behaviours.
By following this guidance, HSEC leaders at locations and facilities
can develop an R&RP which is effective, culturally appropriate and
cost efficient.
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2.

Encouraging behavioural change

The objective of an R&RP is usually to reinforce desired behaviours so
that all workers adopt them. Recognising and rewarding desired
behaviours motivates others to adopt the desired behaviour in order to
receive the recognition and/or reward. When the desired behaviour
becomes habit and common practice in the workplace, the R&RP has
been successful and can be evolved to reinforce new desired outcomes.

Behaviour change is a complex subject and to be effective it should be
approached as a campaign

To resonate with workers a campaign should: be easy, attractive, social and timely (EAST).
EASY: Ensure the programme
is easy to understand:
• Workers should quickly understand what
they have to do to receive the recognition
and/or reward
• Messages about the R&RP should be clear,
simple and easily understood

EASY
Simplify the message
and action

TIMELY
Prompt people
when they are most
receptive

TIMELY: Make rewards timely:
• Remind people of the desired behaviour
when they are likely to be most receptive,
for instance at the point of risk
• Minimise the time between the desired act
and the recognition and reward
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ATTRACTIVE: Make the
programme attractive:
• Promote the programme with attractive
posters and images
• Ensure the reward is desirable
• Ensure the reward has perceived value
• Ensure management is visibly committed
and participates

ATTRACTIVE
Rewards and Sanctions

SOCIAL
Make a
commitment to
others

SOCIAL: Make recognition a
social experience:
• Ensure all workers know who is being
recognised and rewarded
• Use posters, site briefings, team meetings
and newsletters to name winners
• Use pictures of winners to keep it personal
and real
• Emphasise that the desired HSEC behaviours
protect everyone

3.

Steps to creating a recognition
and reward programme

Business leaders and HSEC Managers are responsible for determining
whether an R&RP is required in their area of responsibility. If an R&RP
is required it should be prepared using the guidance in this document
and adapted to the organisational structure and culture of the business
as necessary.

The following 8-step programme is intended to share best R&RP
practice and assist HSEC managers to develop a suitable R&RP for
their area of responsibility.

STEP 1:
Define HSEC
goals
STEP 8:
Success
evaluation

STEP 7:
Feedback and
results analysis

STEP 2:
Recognition and
rewards

RECOGNITION
AND REWARD
PROGRAMME

STEP 6:
Reporting the
programme

STEP 3:
Develop the
R&RP

STEP 4:
Launch the
programme
STEP 5:
Programme
implementation
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3. Steps to creating a recognition and rewards programme
3.1 Step 1: Define the HSEC goals
The HSEC goal(s) for the R&RP should be clearly defined and clearly
articulated: “The goal of the proposed R&RP is to improve HSEC
performance by recognising and rewarding… [to be defined by
the facility].”
Goals should be:
• SMART: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound
• Behavioural based: focus on desired behaviours rather than outcomes
• Incremental: a long-term objective broken down into a series of
short-term goals
• Aligned: goals should complement one another, not conflict or compete.
Long-term HSEC objectives should be subdivided into short-term goals.
A “small steps to success” approach encourages continued commitment
and prevents loss of motivation or disengagement.
Although the ultimate goal of an HSEC R&RP programme is to improve
HSEC performance, the R&RP should focus upon behaviours that deliver
that goal rather than HSEC performance improvement itself. Focusing
upon ‘leading’ behaviours that deliver HSEC improvement (rather than
the ‘lagging’ outputs) leads to more sustainable HSEC improvement.
The goals should avoid rewarding the absence of unsafe behaviour,
focusing instead on the reward of observable safe behaviours.
The programme should include everyone on site: contractors,
subcontractors, as well as employees and also include office staff not
just frontline workers. Everyone onsite should be able to receive
recognition and reward if they exhibit the desired behaviours.
The developer of the R&RP should consider unintended outcomes of an
incentive programme. For instance, rewards given in recognition of
reduced lost time incident rate (LTIR) may lead to undesired behaviours
such as underreporting of incidents. People are clever, so if the goal can
be achieved and the recognition and reward gained in a simpler way,
then some may choose to take that route.

3.2 Step 2: Recognition and rewards
Recognition and rewards should be granted in response to
demonstration of the specific goals/behaviours established in Step 1.
Distributing recognition and rewards without clearly relating them
to a set of desired behaviours will confuse workers and undermine
the programme leading to disengagement in the R&RP.
Many different types of recognition and reward are available.
The options selected should be appropriate to the HSEC maturity level,
facility, location, culture and budget available.
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The following trade-offs should be considered;
• Recognition, reward, or both?
• Recognition is usually inexpensive but hugely valued; it can be a
word of encouragement, a letter of thanks, referring to someone’s
good work in a staff talk or email, a mention on Pulse.
• Reward is more tangible; usually it is the gift of something valued
by the recipient. There is normally a cost associated with rewards so
a budget should be approved before the reward programme starts.
• Both recognition and reward combined are often most effective.
• Group or individual recognition and reward?
• Individual recognition and reward is often appropriate and
effective, especially when rewarding desired behaviours. However,
sometimes it is more effective to reward a team or larger group
instead of, or as well as individuals.
• Group recognition and reward can have more impact than
individual recognition and lead to sustainable change, especially if it
is to celebrate the achievement of a goal.
The type of recognition and reward needs careful consideration,
especially when rewards with a significant value are being given out.
Rewards should have a perceived value by the recipient and be
‘desirable’. The desirability of a reward varies with cultures: in some
cultures a baseball cap is a desirable reward, but in a culture that doesn’t
wear baseball caps it would be less desirable. Rewards with a safety
theme are often effective, for instance giving smoke alarms to be used
by workers in their homes reinforces that the company is genuinely
concerned about worker and family safety.
The types of rewards that could be offered include:
• ‘There and then’ rewards: rewards given out in the workplace
immediately after the desired behaviour has been observed. These are
usually low value rewards given out by managers and supervisors as
they walk around a facility. These give immediate recognition of a
desired behaviour that is observed.
• One-off rewards: for individuals or for a group. Rewards that are
given out during a ceremony or similar.
• Entry into a raffle: the ‘reward’ is being entered into a raffle
for a significant prize which is awarded at the end of a period.
Although this approach can build interest through the campaign
period, especially if the prize has a very high perceived value,
by definition it means that most people will not receive the reward.
• Recognition: the reward is being recognised by management and
peers, e.g. ‘safe person of the month’ award. Pictures of the recipient
should be posted in a visible place and perhaps a certificate or
letter issued.

The types of gifts that could be include:
• Low value gifts: low perceived value gifts given out often,
e.g. T-shirts, baseball caps, phone/food/coffee tokens, pens,
key rings, etc. given out ‘there and then’.
• Higher value gifts: high perceived value gifts given out infrequently
for exemplary HSEC performance often during a monthly ceremony
or similar, e.g. meal in a restaurant.
• Significant gifts: extremely high value gifts given out as the ultimate
prize from a R&RP and shared by a group, e.g. trip to theme park for
the group members and their family, or given to the winner of a raffle,
e.g. holiday, TV, PlayStation, etc.
• Moral reward: the company gives a sum of money to charity for each
desired behaviour observed, or for every person who attends a health
and safety event, or a bulk sum when the goals are achieved. Workers
might nominate the charity(ies).
• Display reward: a gift that is displayed by the recipient (individual or
group) in their work area as a symbol of their good performance. It is
a visible symbol of recognition, e.g. safety team of the month trophy.
• Recipient selects gift: to ensure the recipient(s) receives a reward
they value they may be given the choice of a number of gifts,
e.g. working mothers choose a childcare related gift, workers who
do a lot of overtime may choose an additional day off work, etc.
Alternatively, recipients may be given free range to select a gift up to
a certain financial value, although pure cash gifts should be avoided.

The launch of the programme should reach all the levels within the
organisation including contractors. The exchange of information should
be cascaded from management via supervisors to front-line employees
in a seamless manner without appearing as an additional burden/
responsibility. Remember to sustain the positive HSEC climate during
implementation. The launch of the R&PR should clearly communicate
what workers must do to receive recognition and reward – everyone
should know what it takes to achieve a reward and what observers will
be looking for.

When the R&RP includes giving out gifts with a financial value it is
essential that the budget for the campaign is approved by management
before implementation.

3.6 Step 6: Reporting the programme

There may be tax and compliance implications with giving out some
gifts, especially gifts of money (which should be avoided); therefore
if cash rewards are given they are usually best administered through
the payroll.
In some jurisdictions the giving of any reward with a financial value may
be prohibited.

3.3 Step 3: Develop the R&RP
Once the goals of the programme have been determined, its structure
and the recognition and/or rewards to be offered are agreed, as well as
development of a budget and campaign material, the overall programme
shall be approved by management. This will usually involve review of the
proposed R&RP by Human Resources, Legal, Corporate Affairs, HSEC,
Finance and others. Once the overall R&RP has been developed it should
be approved by senior management.

3.4 Step 4: Launch the programme
In order for the R&RP to be successful we should effectively launch and
communicate the campaign. The senior manager’s visible support of the
programme is essential. Use the EAST approach (see infographic on page
4) to ensure the R&RP is well developed and communicated. Routine and
non-routine communication channels should be used to communicate
with the organisation. These could be bulletins or posters on notice
boards, email and other technology aided communications, town hall
meetings, tool box talks, etc. Senior managers, Human Resources and
Communication teams may be involved in the launch.

3.5 Step 5: Programme implementation
Implementing the R&RP may be time intensive, so workers running
the programme must be given sufficient time and space to do it
effectively. This may mean other tasks are not done and these trade-offs
need to be recognised during programme design and be managed and
accepted by management.
A dedicated team with representation from all levels within the
organisation may be assigned the responsibility for implementing and
maintaining the programme.
All workers should be given regular feedback on the programme as it is
implemented. Making the reward scheme part of site daily routine will
encourage participation.

Site staff need to know the R&RP is active and they have an opportunity
to win, therefore the number of rewards given to workers should be
regularly publicised. Posters, site briefings, team meetings, newsletters,
flyers or emails should be used to name winners throughout the
duration of the programme.

3.7 Step 7: Feedback and results analysis
A successful R&RP should be continuously monitored and its
effectiveness evaluated to ensure that the goals are on target to be
achieved. If enthusiasm begins to drain, or recognition rates fall it may
be necessary to relaunch the programme. It would be unusual for a
programme to be launched that does not need tweaking during its
implementation to maintain its effectiveness. Regular programme
evaluation is necessary and progress should be reported to
management regularly.

3.8 Step 8: Success evaluation
At the end of the R&RP it should be evaluated. Was the programme
effective at achieving the stated goals? Have behaviours changed?
Was participation adequate? Are the results sustainable? Has HSEC
performance improved?
The results, best practices and lessons learnt from the programme
should be documented. Lessons to be Learnt (L2BL) should be shared
with other locations so they can build upon the experiences of
previous programmes.
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4.

The HSEC accountability model

It is important that there is consistency in the recognition of good
behaviours, and the consequences for poor behaviours. Managers and
management teams will lose credibility if they are not consistent:
employees expect to be treated fairly by managers, anything less will
lead to resentment and undermine a good HSEC culture. The HSEC
Accountability Model is a management tool for ensuring consistent
reinforcement of positive HSEC behaviours, and effective and fair
handling of negative HSEC behaviours.
The HSEC Accountability Model consists of two elements which define
the behavioural expectations of our workers:
• ‘Enhancing the HSEC behaviours model’ for recognition and reward, and
• ‘Consequence Model’ for behaviour which falls below expectation.

Enhancing the HSEC behaviours model

WHAT THEY
MIGHT SAY…

“I performed as
expected following all
the rules, guidances
and good practices.”

BEHAVIOUR
TYPE

EXPECTED BEHAVIOUR

TEAM MEMBER
BEHAVIOUR
START

4.1 Enhancing the HSEC behaviours model
This should be used by managers to guide how they reward good
behaviour. While doing what is expected is deserving of recognition,
it shouldn’t routinely be sufficient to gain reward. Conversely, doing
something exceptional is deserving of more than recognition and may
merit reward.

TEAM MEMBER
CONSEQUENCE

SUPERVISOR/
MANAGER
BEHAVIOUR
START

SUPERVISOR/
MANAGER
CONSEQUENCE

YES
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“I intervened to
prevent an unsafe
act or reported a
hazardous condition.”

POSITIVE INTERVENTION

Did the team
member do the
job in the manner
that is expected,
demonstrating
best practices and
responsible behaviour?

Did the team member
proactively intervene
to prevent a possible
incident, loss, business
interruption or
irresponsible behaviour?

Verbal recognition
from the supervisor
and manager for
a job well done.

Verbal recognition
from the supervisor
and manager for
a job well done.

Did the supervisor/
manager lead by
example by complying
with procedures
and instructions?

Did the supervisor/
line manager
provide positive
reinforcement so most
or all of the team
demonstrate the same
responsible behaviours?

No action required.

No action required.

MORE THAN

ENCOURAGEMENT

“I contributed to creating the right
culture in my team to improve
our safety performance locally.”

CREATING A RESPONSIBLE
WORK ENVIRONMENT

“Through effective,
structured planning, I managed
risks proactively through
appropriate controls.”
EFFECTIVE PLANNING AND
RISK MANAGEMENT

“I ensured that the learning
points from my experience
were shared with others.”

EFFECTIVE SHARING OF
LESSONS LEARNED

“I was involved in doing something
exemplary that contributed
to an HSEC success event.”

EXCEPTIONAL BEHAVIOUR

Did the team member create a
positive responsible culture
in a team where all employees
are able to contribute and excel?

Did the team member exhibit good
risk identification, assessment
and effective risk management to
reduce likelihood of an incident,
loss, or business interruption with a
planned and proactive approach?

Did the team member ensure
that learnings are shared
widely and applied to prevent
future incidents and events?

Did the team member
go above and beyond
call of duty?

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Communication to wider team.

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Communication to wider team.
• Share as L2BL.
• Positive performance appraisal.
• Career progression.

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Communication to wider team.
• Share with Management
• Positive performance appraisal.
• Career progression.

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Record on employee file.
• Communication to wider team.
• Advise executive management.
• Positive performance appraisal.
• Career progression.

Did the supervisor/line manager
create a positive responsible
culture in a team where all
employees are able to contribute
and excel?

Did the supervisor/line manager
routinely conduct risk assessments
and communicate the findings
with the team so they were
understood by the team?

Did the supervisor/line manager
ensure that learnings are shared
widely so the learning experience
has maximum effect?

Did the supervisor/manager exhibit
exceptional responsible behaviour?

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Communicate to wider
management team.

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Communicate to wider
management team.
• Positive performance appraisal.
• Career progression.

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Communicate to wider
management team.
• Positive performance appraisal.
• Career progression.

• Recorded in Workday
appraisal process.
• Record on employee file.
• Communicate to wider
management team.
• Positive performance appraisal.
• Career progression.

RECOGNITION

REWARD
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4. The HSEC accountability model

4.2 Consequence model

Dealing with behaviours that are below expectations

The consequence model is used when behaviours do not meet
expectations. These are often sensitive situations and the consequences
need to be considered and consistent.
The consequence model is based upon the fact that people do not meet
expectations for different reasons and the consequences need to reflect
that. For instance, the consequences for human error (e.g. a ‘slip’, ‘lapse’
or ‘mistake’) should be less severe than for someone who violates rules
for ‘personal gain’ or is just plain ‘reckless’.
Similarly, the intervention should be different. If someone makes a
mistake the intervention required may be training or coaching so the
mistake is not made again. But for someone who violates rules the
disciplinary procedures should be invoked, up to and including dismissal.

ASK…?

Was the action, event
or behaviour believed
to be in conformance
with existing rules
or procedures?

Did the individual
believe that they
were acting in the
appropriate manner?

WHAT THEY
MIGHT SAY…

Slips, lapses
or mistakes
“I didn’t expect
that to happen”

Unintended outcome
“I was not aware of the
rule; the rule was not
clear or well understood.”

BEHAVIOUR
TYPE

UNINTENTIONAL
BEHAVIOUR SLIP,
LAPSE OR MISTAKE

TEAM MEMBER
BEHAVIOUR
START
TEAM MEMBER
CONSEQUENCE

SUPERVISOR/
MANAGER
BEHAVIOUR
START

SUPERVISOR/
MANAGER
CONSEQUENCE

ROUTINE VIOLATION

Did the team member
think they were doing
things the right way?

Do other team
members normally
not follow procedures
in the same way?

• Does this happen
often? (If yes, routine
error and record for
trend analysis).
• Record incident
on Safeguard.
• Coach person on
taking more care.

• Coach team
members on
importance of
following correct
procedures and not
taking shortcuts.
• Record on file.

Did the supervisor/
manager think the
task was being
completed in the
responsible manner?

Did the supervisor/
manager normally
ensure work is
completed in the
appropriate and
responsible manner?

• Does this happen
often? (If yes, routine
error and record for
trend analysis).
• Record incident
on Safeguard.
• Coach employee on
taking more care.

• Coaching on how
to monitor and
enforce procedures.
• Responsible
leadership skills
training.
• Record on file.

HUMAN ERROR
YES
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NO

COACHING

TRAINING

The action, event or behaviour
could not be done in accordance
to established procedures,
but it was done anyway?

Situational
“I cannot complete the task
if I follow the rules, but I
did the task anyway.”

SITUATIONAL VIOLATION

The individual believed the
action, event, behaviour was for
the good of the company?

The individual believed that the
action, event, behaviour was for
their personal gain or benefit?

The individual meant to do
it that way with little or no
regard for the consequences?

Organisational gain
“It was better for the organisation
to do it that way.”

Personal gain
“It was better or easier for
me to do it that way.”

Reckless / intentional
“I neither thought nor cared
about the consequences”

ORGANISATIONAL OPTIMISING
VIOLATION

PERSONAL OPTIMISING VIOLATION

RECKLESS VIOLATION

Did the team member think the
procedure was a barrier to getting
the job done?

Did the team member think there
was some benefit for the company
by doing the job in a different way?

Did the team member vary
from responsible behaviours
or procedure to make it
easier for themselves?

Did the team member intentionally
not follow responsible behaviours
or procedure?

• Coach the team members on
speaking up when procedures
cannot be followed and
delaying the job until it can
be completed responsibly.
• Record on file.

• Coach the team member
on balancing work and time
pressure with company
responsibility policy.
• Consider disciplinary measures
where appropriate.
• Record on employee file.

• Formal disciplinary action.
• Consider suspension.
• Record on employee file.

• Formal disciplinary action.
• Consider suspension.
• Record on employee file.

Did the supervisor/manager know
the procedure was a barrier to
getting the job done however
managed the matter appropriately?

Did the supervisor/manager
authorise shortcuts or other
non-approved methods
thinking this was a benefit
for the company?

Did the supervisor/manager
manage the variance/behaviour
on this or previous occasions?

Did the supervisor/manager
condone the actions of the
team member?

• Coaching on how to monitor
and enforce procedures.
• Responsible leadership
skills training.
• Record on file.

• Consider further responsible
leadership training.
• Formal disciplinary action.
• Record on employee file.

• Formal disciplinary action.
• Coaching on how to
recognise and deal with
such behaviour earlier.
• Record on employee file.

• Formal disciplinary action.
• Consider suspension.
• Record on employee file.

VIOLATION
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
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5.

Definitions

Reward: something that is given in return for good behaviour or
given for some service or attainment. It can also be considered as a
stimulus administered following a correct or desired response that
encourages the reoccurrence of that response. A reward is always
assigned for someone who achieved something, which was set as
a task before and therefore, is not transferable. A reward can never be
given without a recognition.
Recognition: an acknowledgement or a special notice or attention.
In contrast to rewards, recognitions are usually invisible in nature and
priceless in terms of value. Recognitions are relational and cannot be
transferred to someone else.
Compliance based goals: goals focused on behaviours or a set of
actions, which supports compliance with agreed set of systems/
processes or practices.
Rate based goals: focused on outcomes, such as decreasing
accident rates.
HSEC culture: the product of individual and group values, attitudes,
perceptions, competencies, and patterns of behaviour that determine
the commitment to, and the style and proficiency of, an organisation’s
health and safety management.
HSEC climate: The psychological aspect of HSEC culture refers to
‘how people feel’ about HSEC and HSEC management systems.
This encompasses the beliefs, attitudes, values and perceptions of
individuals and groups at all levels of the organisation, which are
often referred to as the safety climate of the organisation.
Leading behaviour: A behaviour that when adopted makes an incident
less likely to happen.
Lagging outputs: The results of unsafe behaviour, e.g. incidents.
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6.

Case study

Rewarding safe driving behaviours to reduce road traffic
accident rates
A root cause of road traffic accidents was identified as the driving style
and behaviour of drivers. Therefore, management decided to install
in-vehicle monitor systems (IVMS) in all vehicles in order to monitor
driver behaviours and identify those drivers with safe driving behaviours
and those without.
Drivers were initially against this ‘spy-in-the-cab’ technology and
feared they would be penalised: “IVMS installation can only be bad news
for drivers”.
Anticipating this reaction, management decided to roll out the IVMS
installation with a recognition and reward programme for drivers.
The IVMS R&RP programme was structured around the scores from the
driver monitors. Drivers were monitored for the time they exceeded the
speed limit, number of rapid acceleration events (e.g. boy racer driving
behaviour) and number of rapid deceleration events (e.g. not driving
defensively). An algorithm gave the driver a monthly score based upon
these criteria.

The R&RP was developed to reward both individual and group
performance.
• Individual recognition: each week the driver with the best IVMS
score was recognised as the “Driver of the Week” and his picture and
name was posted in the driver room.
• Individual reward: the five drivers with the best IVMS scores per
week were given a small financial bonus in their monthly pay.
• Group reward: if the average score for all drivers was better than a
pre-set target then every driver received a small financial bonus in
their monthly pay. If it was worse than the pre-set target then no
drivers received the group reward (the top five drivers received their
individual reward irrespective of the group performance).
The results from the driver monitors were posted in the driver’s room at
the end of each week. All driver scores were shown. The process was
very transparent and drivers could see who the good drivers were and
who the low scoring drivers were.
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6. Case study

Outcomes

An unanticipated outcome was the increase in pride drivers felt about
their role and the skills necessary to perform it well. Previously all
drivers were viewed the same (e.g. “they just drive”), but with the
introduction of IVMS drivers took pride in their scores and monthly
rankings as a measure of how good they were at their job. Drivers would
take pride in telling their passengers that they (for instance) had been
‘Driver of the Week’ twice and were ranked the third best driver the
previous week. This was reinforced by managers referring to the rankings
of drivers and giving impromptu verbal recognition to high scoring
drivers and coaching to lower scoring drivers.

Drivers realised that by driving well they could earn a small but
worthwhile bonus. Driving behaviours improved by 50 percent
(as measured by IVMS scores) within two months and by 80 percent
over six months.
If the score to trigger the group reward was not achieved drivers knew
which of their team were dragging down the average group score.
Peer pressure ensured that the poor scoring drivers improved their
driving style so that the group bonus was achieved.
Eventually the group bonus was being paid every month so the target
score was improved to maintain the improvement curve and stay within
the bonus scheme budget that had been approved. However, fuel
consumption and road traffic accidents also decreased which more
than offset the bonus payments.

The IVMS based bonus scheme continues because it is low cost and
effective, however, it is generally considered that drivers have changed
their driving style to such an extent that the improvements would be
sustainable if the R&RP where withdrawn.

Example: Driver RAG report summary
RAG reports such as this are posted in the drivers room each week, they show driver performance quantified by the IVMS. The driver with the lowest
RAG score is ‘Driver of the Week’. The five drivers with the lowest RAG scores receive a small financial bonus. If the average RAG score for all drivers
is below a target all drivers get a small financial bonus. The RAG report is posted in the driver room so it is transparent to all.
DRIVER RAG REPORT SUMMARY 2019
Driver

Month

Driver 1

January

1817.00

3

1.65

0

0.00

0

00:00:00

0.00

1.65

Driver 2

January

360.00

0

0.00

1

2.77

0

00:00:00

0.00

2.77

Driver 3

January

924.00

0

0.00

1

1.08

97

00:00:19

2.05

3.13

Driver 4

January

926.00

0

0.00

2

2.15

0

00:00:00

0.00

2.15

Driver 5

January

3211.00

12

3.73

3

0.93

0

00:00:00

0.00

4.67

Driver 6

January

1181.00

2

1.69

0

0.00

0

00:00:00

0.00

1.69

Driver 7

January

3263.00

2

0.61

3

0.91

0

00:00:00

0.00

1.53

Driver 8

January

1101.00

1

0.90

3

2.72

0

00:00:00

0.00

3.63

Driver 9

January

274.00

2

7.29

1

3.64

0

00:00:00

0.00

10.94

Driver 10

January

5940.00

1

0.16

0

0.00

86

00:00:04

0.06

0.23

Driver 11

January

160.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

00:00:00

0.00

0.00

Driver 12

January

2204.00

10

4.53

0

0.00

0

00:00:00

0.00

4.53
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Distance
(km)

Harsh Accel.
Occurrences
(km/h/s)

Accelerations
per 100 km

Harsh Brake
Occurrences
(km/h/s)

Decelerations
per 100 km

Max Over Speed
Event Value (km/h)

Over Speeding
Duration

Seconds
Per 10 km

RAG
Score

7.

Concluding remarks

R&RPs can be a strong tool to transform HSEC behaviours in an
operation as employees benefit by being rewarded and so invest time
and effort into improving HSEC practices. Simply put, rewarding desired
behaviours leads to a safer working environment which avoids losses,
saves money and improves the overall culture and effectiveness of an
organisation and the well-being of its employees.

The Accountability Model is a tool for managers to use to ensure they
treat workers consistently and fairly. It is important to recognise the
degree to which good behaviours should be rewarded and the root
causes for why things do not go as expected.
To maintain their credibility the management team should be seen to be
rewarding people in similar ways when things are well and treating
people consistently and fairly when things go wrong. The Accountability
Model helps them do that.
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